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REVIE\,v

fhere are only two reolly

Ti.Po.tant brands of elec-

I trostaticloudspeakers,

I and MartinLogan is the

I other one. Many years

I ago, when Martinlogan

was a fledgling, the company was

hamstrung by talented but some-

times flakey drive units, and by

hybrid moving coil bass drivers that

didn't match the asoirations of the

electrostatic mid and treble drivers.

In the end, the solution was not to

get rid of the moving coil bass driv-

ers, but simply to do them better.

In fact MartinLogan has been on

a trajectory of increasing refine-

ment with all their drivers, and also

with the physical structure of their

sDeakers which look and work bet-

ter than ever.

The first model in recent times

that really set a high standard

was the Summit ,  which also set

a new standard for affordability

and stereo imagery at the time.

The more exoensive models

now integrate much better than

before, and handle the crossover

region between bass and mid/top .

with greater aplomb. Over the

last few years new models have

been introduced at progres-

sively lower prices levels, and the

ElectoMotion, reviewed here, which

is a completely new model, is a

remarkably fine newcomer that

takes the formula one steo further.

It is by any standards an unusually

cost-effective design, and it is also

beautifully packaged and presented.

Like earlier models in the

MartinLogan range, it is tall, slender,

and sports a slimline electrostatic

panel that tilts gently backwards.

The panel (which covers everything

north of 500H2) takes up the top

two thirds of the speaker, and is

radiused to control imagery. In

common with all MartinLogans

in recent times, the bass section

houses an 8 inch bass driver

mounted in a heavy bottom vented

section of the enclosure.As with

all electrostatics, the electrostatic

panel needs a polarising voltage

and it is supplied by a high voltage

circuit that shares space with the

bass driver and crossover.

The crossover still makes an

appearance of course; the bass

section hands over to the electro-

static panel at 500Hz.The power

supply is a diminut ive uni t  wi th a

two-pin mains plug attached along

with a length of slender cable to

carry the voltage to a suitable input

on the back of the speaker.The

supply is about the same size as a

phone charger.

The speaker inputs are in the

form of elegantly designed press

buttons, which open up wide

enough to accept 4mm plugs and

which clamp the input plugs with

some force when released.The

speakers are also supplied with

four rubberised feet, whose rubber

Motlon
Senslng
Aluin Gold tunes in to Maftin logan's
latest atfordable electrostatic hyhrid
loudspeafier, ile EiectloMotion...
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REVIEvl/

function. F-or example there was

time when the frame around the

electrostatic panels lacked rigidity.

with the result that on listening

closely, structural resonances and

colourations were audible.This
despite the fact that people who

should know better always claimed

that they were colouration-free
because there was no enclosure.

protected by perforated panels.

Visually, this renders them semi-

transparent.They barely block light

from rear windows, for example,

which goes a long way to reducing

the loudspeaker's visual bulk.

Another factor in the practi-

cality equation is that the speaker

has a claimed sensitivity of 9ldB

(in our test they came out at 87dB

bri l l iant ly,, ,"

'it 's hard not like a loudsPeaker
such as this - the things it does
\^/al l  i t  r- lnacvv\t i l ,  tL \ l \JU\)

Wrong on boch counts! The

enclosure - or frame in this instance

- is made from a combination
of aluminium and unspecif ied
comoosites.

In_fact there is more to the

enclosure than this. First, as you

will have noticed, che panel is verY

slender side to side - |  think narrow

is the technical word - but it is quite

sharply curved in the horizontal
plane.The panel is 35 inches tal l ,  { i
and the fact that it is tilted slightly

back means that floor reflections are

part ly suppressed.The'curvi l inear
XStat design' is a fancy way of

describing the horizontal curvature,

The panel radiusing means that the

centre line of the panel bulges out

towards the listening seat, and the

speaker produces a wider spread of

sound in front of the speaker than

behind, where the sound is focused

into a relatively narrow beam.

Damping the rear radiation can

be achieved using drapes or furniture

near the rear wall, and because the

soread of sound is restricted it is

easily damped in the same way if

required. Similar observations apply

to the sides.As long as the speakers

are a foot or so clear of side walls,

reflections which would muddle
imagery are limited.These comments

apply to the electrostatic panel, and

not the bass, whose output is not as

focused, but in general this will pass

unnoticed in oractice.The bass driver

is an 8 inch unit, high excursion, high

rigidity pulp cone unit, designed in

house for reflex (port) loading.

SOUND QUAI.ITY
Despite being tall, and not exactly

pocket size, thd ElectoMotion is

easi ly manhandled.Their  narrowness

is a factor of course, and so is the

weight - each speaker tips the

scales at a mere | 6. I kg, and can be

'walked' into and out of the excellent

packaging readily. Another factor

here common to all MartinLogans

is that the electrostatic panel is

rather than 9 | dB, but this means

they on a par with manY moving coil

designs) and they are abstemious in

their power demands.The waY theY

deliver power, in particular their

dryish bass delivery, and their unusual

throw (common to many line source

loudspeakers) means theY aPPear

to be more sensitive than the raw

numbers suggest, and cercainly more

so than many moving coil speakers in

the same price range.
It is true that impedance droPs

to around I Ohm at 20kHz, which is
par for the course with MartinLogan

electrostatics, but so little power is

involved at this frequency that this

has no practical implications - that

has been my experience with this

marque anyvvay. lf it does with your

choice of music you would need to

fear for the long term health of your

hearing.As the lab tests indicate,

they don't need much, if any toe in,

desoite what the otherwise excellent

instruction manual suggests.You can

use the ElectroMotion with small
pre power amps, or wich a medium

power integrated amplifiers or

receivers - start your search at 50

Watts or so.
The one performance area that

cannot be shortchanged however

is sound quali ty.The ElectroMotion

can sound bright and grubby if given

half a chance with an unsYmPa-

thetic choice of amplifier or source

comPonent.
Earl ier Mart inLogan models

tips can be removed to reveal calPet

piercing spikes.

The ElectoMotion is a stereo

loudspeaker pair, but as you woyld

expect it can be suPPlied in a form

suitable for multichannel applications

by adding the EM-C2, a centre

channel loudspeaker and the EM-FX2

surround sound speaker which are

part of the same range. Of course,

there are also subwoofers in the

range, and although not strictly

necessary much of the test was

conducted with a recently introduced

REL subwoofer - there's more

on this under the sound qual i ty

crosshead.

MartinLogan speakers have

always been well presented, but the

materials didn't olwoys suit their
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were oDen to criticism on the

grounds that the bass and the mid/

top (the stomping ground for the

ESL driver) was rarely completely

at one.The ElectroMotion, which is

MartinLogan's least expensive full

range speaker, resolves this complaint

almost completely.The worst you

can say is that the lean quality of t"he

mid and too is somehow mirrored

in the performance of t6e bass

driver. In fict the bass is quite well

extendeil from the relatively small

bass bins.Although not exactly

muscular or meaty, it is reasonably

well articulated, with realistic tonality '

and a meaningful sense of depth and

weight, and h tuneful quality to match.

. . The real magic of the

ElectroMotion however is higher

up the band, the area generated bY

'the electrostatic panel, where the

speaker is fast, highly detailed and

assured, and once again completelY

seamless. Even without stretching

to more c&tly models in the range,

this model is notable for its almost

holographic stereo imagery and

its Dresence.

Refinement is also part

of the equationi tonal colours

are explicit.And in common

with many Martinlogans,

the ElectroMotion is almost

magical with human voice,

as I quickly discovered with

some well liked recordings of

Mahler and Richard Strauss. I

enjoyed the speaker with full

throttle recordings (including a

notable transmission from this

yeari Prom performance of

Mahler 's 'Resurrect ion' ,  whicn

I had previously attended on

the night, played by the Simon

BolivarYouth Orchestra), but its

real mitier is chamber and small

scale music making,

Some may want a little

more weight than the basic

vanilla speaker can provide, and

for them a subwoofer would

be an obvious addition. In

this case one of REL's new R series

subwoofers added lust the weiSht

and authority that may be required

in many systems, but without loss of

articulation, or unwanted boxiness. I

am not

suggesting that a subwoofer is

necessary, merely that the speaker is

good enough that it can be stretched

even further with a well chosen
subwoofer: even when partnering a

two channel system, assuming careful

setuP.

C0NCLUSl0t'l
It's hard not like a loudspeaker such

as this.The things it does well, it

does brilliantly, and they're a vital

part of _che musical transmission

chain - tonal accuracx spatial

imaging, transient speed, microdY-

namics.The things it does less well

- bass and outright dynamics - it

still does well enough so as not

to become a distraction. Earlier

MartinLogans were obviouslY

flawed in the lower regions, but

.- the new ElectroMotion raises the

game tor a hybnd ot tnls Prlce.
Overall then, the Electromotion is

a superb and relatively affordable

(in the context of high end, at least)

new leudspeaker.

REVIE\ff

Superb affordable electrostatic hybrid
with all the benefits and very few of

- neutrality
- musicality
- soundstaging
- value

AGAINSI
-*needs decent ftont end

MARTIN TOGAN
ELECTROMOTION ESt f2,499
Absolute Sounds

G)+44 (0)208 9713eog
www.absolutesounds.com
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